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Press opportunities and contact 3

All winning and shortlisted photographers of the 2016 Sony World Photography Awards are avaliable for interviews. 

For full list of photographers avaliable for face to face interviews in London 21 - 22 April, see page 10
 
Images avaliable for publication via press.worldphoto.org

If using images on social media please #SWPA and @WorldPhotoOrg

For any media inqueries plelease contact: 

Jill Cotton, PR Director, World Photography Organisation 
+ 44 (0) 20 7886 3043 / press@worldphoto.org

Kristine Bjørge, PR Manager, World Photography Organisation
+ 44 (0) 20 7886 3049 / press@worldphoto.org 

Press opportunities and contact
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Scott Gray, CEO, World Photography Organisation 

 
 

“We are extremely pleased with our jurors’ choices this year. Despite the increase in the number of photographers, and 
the amount of imagery that required judging, this year above all others we have witnessed a wealth of powerful imagery 
in both the traditionally strong social documentary categories as well as the art and conceptual work. It is wonderful for 
the medium that it can offer such rich diversity.”

Scott Gray, February 2016  

Scott Gray, bio
 
 
World Photography Organisation CEO Scott Gray has over 18 years’ experience in the international events 
business and founded the World Photography Organisation in 2007.
 
Since the World Photography Organisation’s inception, Scott has conceived and developed its various initiatives 
and programmes with a view to promote photography worldwide. The World Photography Organisation offers 
a global platform that stimulates conversation around photography across the industry and beyond and raises 
awareness of photography of one of the world’s fastest growing art forms. 
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About the Sony World Photography Awards

 
 
Now in its ninth edition, the Sony World Photography Awards is the world’s largest photography competition.

Always free to enter, the aim of the awards is to recognise and reward the best photography in the world.  

Each year it brings untold reward and exposure to those involved and offers $30,000 (USD) in cash prizes plus the 
latest Sony digital imaging equipment.

The awards include four competitions 
Professional - 14 categories, 7 Docmentary and 7 Art categories, judged on a body of work
Open - 10 categories, judged on a single image, open to all. Under the Open compeition sits the National Award, 
awarding the best single image entred into the Open compeition by a local photographer from 60 countries. 
Youth - 3 categories, for photographers aged 12-19
Student Focus - for those educational institutions with courses in photography

Key facts 
The world’s largst photography competition
Organised by World Photography Organisation 
2016 competition: 230,103 entries from 186 countries 
33 % increase in entries from 2015
Over 1 million submissions to the awards since launching in 2007
 

2016 Sony World Photography Awards Exhibition

 

Following a sell-out run in 2015, the 2016 Sony World Photography Awards Exhibition returns to the landmark Som-
erset House in London. The show includes all the winning and shortlisted images from across the awards and more 
than 500 images have been curated across both the East and West Wings of Somerset House by Zelda Cheatle.

Dates: 22 April – 8 May 2016

Book tickets online at: www.worldphoto.org/2016exhibition

About the World Photography Organisation 

The World Photography Organisation is a centre point for global photography initiatives.  We are a platform on which 
individual photographers are given worldwide exposure, and forge links across the photographic industry.  Our aim is 
to raise the level of conversation around photography.  In doing this we increase awareness and appreciation of the 
artform and celebrate the art of the photographer.

The World Photography Organisation hosts a year-round portfolio of events including: the Sony World Photography 
Awards, the world’s largest photography competition, and international art fairs dedicated to photography, Photo 
Shanghai and Photo San Francisco.  For more details see www.worldphoto.org
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Zelda Cheatle, curator

Based in the UK, Zelda Cheatle is renowned for her pioneering work in establishing photography as art through 
her extensive work as a highly sought after curator, lecturer, editor and consultant. 

Zelda Cheatle has worked in photography since graduating, starting in the Print Room of the Photographers  
Gallery, London before opening her own gallery, Zelda Cheatle Gallery, in London in 1989. During 16 years of  
existence, the gallery exhibited work by early 20th-century maestros of the medium including Eve Arnold, Bernice 
Abbot, Abbas Kiarostami, Kertesz, Robert Frank and Bill Brandt amongst others, while consistently exhibiting  
and supporting emerging artists and photographers. The gallery helped build both private and corporate  
collections and Zelda continues to work with museum and public collections nationally as well as internationally. 

Zelda is a consultant on multiple projects, is on the board of the Koestler Trust and their Arts Committee,  
helped create John Kobal Foundation (now Taylor Wessing at National Portrait Gallery, London), established  
the Photography Fund, is a nominator for Deutsche Borse and Prix Pictet competitions and an active member  
of the Academy for World Photography Organisation. 

Zelda also curates and lectures internationally, most recently exhibiting Yan Preston ‘Mother River’ in China  
at Three Gorges Museum, Chongqing, Wuhan Art Museum and Swatch Art Peace Hotel Shanghai.

Curator’s statement 

I have the distinct privilege of curating an exhibition of finalist works comprised of the most impactful imagery 
captured worldwide.

To draw upon the final round of nominated pictures in assembling this exhibition is challenging. It means the 
responsibility of defining the year’s photographic identity as understood by the tens of thousands of visitors to the 
exhibition and the millions of followers around the globe.

The finalist imagery is strong, it is captivating and at its very best, dazzling, but it is diverse. The submissions are i
ndependent and the works come from the minds of artists separate and distinct from one another in every way. The 
curation seeks to create a dialogue between the works - to allow a perspective that together finds meaning in its 
cohesion - greater strength in its shared message.

It is a great pleasure to work with these photographs and with the Sony World Photography Awards. I admire 
greatly the energy, diversity, ingenuity and  dedication of the photographers and am truly impressed by the quality 
of work put forward.

In a show of this scale I would hope that everybody will find at least one image or story that will stay with them 
long after they have left Somerset House. Choosing which work is your challenge.

Zelda Cheatle, March 2016
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2016 Jury

A new jury is chosen each year to form a diverse group of distinguished industry experts. These members 
are faced with the challenging task of sorting through thousands of images and finding those deserving of 
award commendations. 

Honorary Judging Committee
Judging the 14 Professional categories were:

Documentary Jury
Dominique Green (Chair), Consultant (UK)
Emma Lynch, Picture Editor, BBC Global News website (UK)
Fiona Rogers, Global Business Development Manager, Magnum Photos (UK)
Julien Jourdes, Co-Founder & Coo, Blink.la (US)

Art Jury
Sue Steward (Chair), Writer and Photography Curator (UK)
Karen Knorr, Photographer and Professor University for the Creative Arts (US/UK)
Jean-Jacques, Naudet Editorial Director, L’Oeil de la Photographie (France)
Mariko Takeuchi,  Photography Critic, Curator and Associate Professor of Kyoto University of Art and Design (Japan)

Open competition
Presiding over the selection of the best single image across ten categories was:

Jael Marschner (Chair),  Former picture editor Time Out London / Sunday Times Travel (UK)

Student Focus
Uncovering emerging photographic talent from over 400 educational institutions worldwide were:

Simon Bainbridge, Editor, British Journal of Photography (UK)
Mark Murrmann, Photo Editor, Mother Jones (US)
Matt Tucker, Picture Editor, BuzzFeedUK (UK)
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Outstanding Contribution to Photography: RongRong & inri

Each year the Sony World Photography Awards recognises a person / people whose contribution to the 
photographic industry.  RongRong & inri, the influential photographic husband and wife team who have shaped 
contemporary photography in China and beyond, were recognised for both their careers as artists and their 
significant impact on Asian photography.  Past recipients have included Eve Arnold, Mary Ellen Mark, Elliott Erwitt 
and William Eggleston.

 

Following successful individual careers, RongRong 
(China) and inri (Japan) have worked together since 2000.  
Although they did not speak the same language when 
they first met, the pair immediately connected via their 
photography, Throughout their collaboration, the pho-
tographers’ images have been both acutely personal and 
widely relatable, touching upon the most fundamental 
motifs of the human experience.  

Their past critically acclaimed series of works, such as 
Mt. Fuji, in Nature, Liulitun, and Tsumari Story focus
on the beauty of the human body in nature and the urban 
environment. Their recent work brings attention to 
the beauty and value of new beginnings in their shared 
life and surroundings, especially amidst a rapidly 
changing world. In 2007, RongRong & inri established the 
Three Shadows Photography Art Centre in the Caoc-
hangdi art district of Beijing. The building was designed 
by Ai Weiwei and is China’s first privately run, non-prof-

it centre devoted to photography and video art.  The 
centre’s most recent exhibition, “Chinese Photography: 
Twentieth Century and  Beyond”, was the first Chinese 
historical exhibition from the Chinese perspective.

The photographers’ annual Three Shadows Photography 
Award was introduced in 2009 to discover and 
encourage China’s most promising photographers and 
the pair opened a new Three Shadows space in 
Xiamen in 2015. Having previously worked with France’s 
Les Rencontres d’Arles on the Caochangdi Photospring, 
RongRong partnered with Arles and the Jimei area in the 
southern Chinese city of Xiamen to launch 
Jimei x Arles Photo Festival in 2015. The inaugural 
festival showed nearly 2,000 works from 388 artists.

The photographers currently split their time between 
Beijing and Kyoto.
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Professional winners

“I was moved by the depth of passion and commitment the photographers show to society through their work” 
 Dominique Green, Chair, Documentary Jury

Architecture: Amélie Labourdette, France
Candid: Kirstin Schmitt, Germany
Conseptual: Julien Mauve, France
Landscape: Maroesjka Lavigne, Belgium
Portraiture: Marcello Bonfanti, Italy
Staged: Alberto Alicata, Italy
Still Life: Francesco Amorosino, Italy
Campaign: Jetmir Idrizi, Kosovo
Contemporary Issues: Asghar Khamseh, Iran
Current Affairs: Angelos Tzortzinis, Greece
Daily Life: Espen Rasmussen, Norway
Environment: Kevin Frayer, Canada
People: Kevin Frayer, Canada
Sport: Nikolai Linares, Denmark

Open and Youth winners (announced 29 March)

“The quality of photography was outstanding… Judging such remarkable photographs against each other was a wonderful 
yet almost impossible task. Hopefully you will enjoy the winners’ work as much as I have.” 
Jael Marschner, Chair, Open competition

Open 
Architecture - Filip Wolak, Poland
Arts & Culture - Swee Choo Oh, Malaysia
Enhanced - Pedro Díaz Molins, Spain
Low Light - Kei Nomiyama, Japan
Nature & Wildlife - Michaela Šmídová, Czech Republic
Panoramic - Markus van Hauten, Germany
People - Alexandre Meneghini, Brazil
Smile - Alex Ingle, Scotland
Split Second - Chaiyot Chanyam, Thailand
Travel - Andrej Tarfila, Slovenia

Youth
Culture - Sepehr Jamshidi Fard, Iran (age 17)
Environment - Anais Stupka, Italy (age 12)
Portraits - Sam Delaware, United States (age 18 )

Professional, Open and Youth Winners 
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Winning and shortlisted photographers in London 

Should you wish to interview / meet with any of the photographers please contact press@worldphoto.org

Professional Photographers  

Alberto  Alicata, Italy, Winner, Staged
Alejandro Beltran, Spain , 2nd Place, Conceptual
Alessandro D’Angelo, Italy, 3rd Place, People
Amélie Labourdette, France, Winner, Architecture
Andrea  Rossato, Italy, 3rd Place , Candid
Angelos Tzortzinis, Greece, Winner, Current Affairs
Annick Donkers, Belgium, 3rd Place, Sport
Antoine Repessé, France, 3rd Place, Campaign
Asghar Kamseh, Iran, Winner, Contemporary Issues
Barbaros Kayan, Turkey, 3rd Place, Conceptual
Cristina Vatielli, Italy, 2nd Place, Staged
David Chancellor, United Kingdom, 2nd Place, Campaign
Espen Rasmussen, Norway, Winner, Daily Life
Fauzan Ijazah, Indonesia, 2nd Place, Portraiture
Filippo Venturi, Italy, 2nd Place, People
Francesco Amorosino, Italy, Winner, Still Life
Jens Juul, Denmark, 2nd Place, Sport
Jetmir Idrizi, Kosovo, Winner, Campaign
Julien, Mauve, France, Winner, Conceptual
Kevin, Frayer, Canada winner / 2nd Place, Environment/ People /Contemp Issues
Kirstin Schmitt, Germany, Winner, Candid
Kristoffer Eliassen, Norway, 3rd Place, Staged
Li Feng, China, 2nd Place, Environment
Maoyuan Cui, China, 2nd Place, Landscape
Marcello Bonfanti, Italy, Winner, Portraiture
Maroesjka Lavigne, Belgium, Winner, Landscape
Nikolai Linares, Denmark, Winner, Sport
Oliver Schwarzwald, Germany, 2nd Place, Still Life
Ruben Salgado, Spain, 3rd Place, Portraiture
Sandra Hoyn, Germany, 2nd Place, Daily Life
Simona Ghizzoni, Italy, 3rd Place, Contemporary Issues
Stefan Schlumpf, Switzerland, 3rd Place , Landscape
Zhang Hui, China, 2nd Place, Architecture

Open Photographers

Alex Ingle, United Kingdom, Winner, Smile
Alexandre Meneghini, Brazil, Winner, People
Filip Wolak, United States, Winner, Architecture
Kei Nomiyama, Japan, Winner, Low light  / Open Photographer of the Year
Markus Van Hauten, Germany, Winner, Panoramic
Michaela Smidova, Czech Republic, Winner, Nature & Wildlife
Pedro Diaz, Spain, Winner, Enhanced
Swee Oh Malaysia, Winner, Arts & Culture

Youth Photographers 

Anais Stupka, Italy, Winner, Environment
Sam Delaware, United States, Winnner, Portraiture / Youth Photographer of the Year 
Sepehr Jamshidi Fard, Iran, Winner, Culture
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Amelie Labourdette (b. 1974) obtained her degree in Fine Art from the National Fine Art School of Nantes. In her 
work Labourdette questions and reveal the multi-layered identities and temporalities of landscape.
www.amelie-labourdette.com

Empire of Dust. The series was taken in the south of 
Italy, where financial crises and embezzlement have 
created an architectural aesthetic of incompleteness. 
Using an “archaeology of the present” she both reflects 
contemporary history by the yardstick of these 
unfinished architectures, and involves the viewer’s 
imagination so that a new view of the world unfolds. 

Winning series: Empire of Dust
Photographer: Amélie Labourdette, France 

Architecture
All images: © Amélie Labourdette, France, Winner, Professional, Architecture, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Hui Zhang (b. 1970) is photography professor and  
director of a range of educational institutions and  
photography societies in Shaanxi and Xian in his  
native China. Zhang has had numerous exhibitions  
and won several awards.  
http://photo.artron.net 
 

Stephan Zirwes (b. 1967) specialises in aerial 
photography with an artistic approach to the themes of 
the environment and our surroundings. Zirwes has been 
working with still and moving pictures since the early 
90's, creating video installations, art-videos and 
visual-arts.  
www.stephanzirwes.com

Winning series: The Tang dynasty tomb, three series
Photographer: Hui Zhang, China

The Tang dynasty tomb, three series. The series aim 
is to reveal the essence of the ancient Tang and Ming 
dynasties by creating images of their tomb statuary. The 
statues signify Zhang’s intention to pay attention to the 
forgotten and preserve their memory. In doing so, he also 
draws attention to the conflict between contemporary 
and ancient traditional culture in China. 

Winning series: Pools
Photographer: Stephan Zirwes, Germany 

Pools. The series show the importance of water, one 
of the most precious resources for life on our planet by 
contrasting the role of water as the consummate location 
for entertainment with the incredible waste of drinking 
water being used for private pools. 

All images: © Hui Zhang, China, 2nd place, Professional, Architecture, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Stephan Zirwes, Germany, 3rd place, Professional, Architecture, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Waiting for the Candymen.The series is a portrait of  
Cuban idiosyncrasy and a study of waiting. Waiting 
for the right moment, waiting for tomorrow, waiting for 
change, waiting for something or someone who brings 
redemption – maybe.... 

Winning series: Waiting for the Candymen
Photographer: Kirstin Schmitt, Germany

Candid

Kirstin Schmitt is a documentary filmmaker, cinematographer, and photographer. From 2011 to 2014 Schmitt worked 
as filmmaking-teacher for Goethe Institut Angola, Cefojor-Centro de Formação de Jornalistas and University Angola. 
Lives and works between Havana and Berlin. www.sailorsyarn.com

All images: © Kristin Schmitt, Germany, Winner, Professional, Candid, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Nick Ng started with photography in 2008 and is an 
avid travel and documentary photographer with 
special interests in people, environmental portraits 
and their cultures. http://nickng.zenfolio.com

Andrea Rossato (b. 1969) took up photography in 2011. 
He has been published internationally in photography 
magasines and participations in international group 
exhibitions (London, Rome, Paris, New York, Moscow, 
Los Angeles, Miami Art Basel). www.andrearossato.it

Winning series: If You Don’t Drink Tea, You Are Not Chinese
Photographer: Nick Ng, Malaysia

If You Don’t Drink Tea, You Are Not Chinese. The  
Chinese community has a symbiotic relationship with tea 
dating back through the ages. Taken in a 150-year-old 
Chinese teahouse in Pencheng District, Chengdu, this 
portfolio reflects the ancient tradition of Chinese tea-
houses and shows their similarities with modern cafes. 

All images: © Nick Ng, Malaysia, 2nd Place, Professional, Candid, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

Winning series: Joy for all ages... 
Photographer: Andrea Rossato, Italy

Joy for all ages... In the summer, holidays at the seaside 
are a time of joy and fun for all ages. If we do not look at 
the different costumes, the scenes remain unchanged 
over time. The elderly are taken back to their childhood, 
parents make jokes to the children, social conventions 
are flaunted and new relationships are formed. 

All images: © Andrea Rossato, Italy, 3rd Place, Professional, Candid, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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All images: © Andrea Rossato, Italy, 3rd Place, Professional, Candid, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

Greetings from Mars. It’s interesting to observe the way 
we act in front of the camera, how we include ourselves 
in the landscape, how the landscapes triggers the desire 
to affirm our presence. While this project is about space 
exploration and discovery, it’s also about our behav-
iour in front of landscapes and how we create pictures 
that will share our personal story with the world. It asks 
whether we travel to discover new places, a change of 
scene, new cultures, or whether we travel to look for 
pictures of ourselves and to prove that we exist. 

Winning series: Greetings from Mars
Photographer: Julien Mauve, France 

Conceptual

Julien Mauve is a photographer creating staged, cinematographic and narrative photography series dealing with 
human interactions and conditions. Loneliness, nostalgia and the rise of new technologies are recurring themes in his 
different projects. www.julienmauve.com

All images: © Julien Mauve, France, Winner, Professional, Conseptual, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Alejandro Beltran (born in 1989) is a young designer 
and photographer residing in Barcelona.
cargocollective.com/abphoto

Barbaros Kayan (b. 1982) is a documentary 
photographer and a multimedia artist. He focuses on 
social events, state politics, and street life in his works. 
Kayan has been working with non-profit organizations
in different countries since 2012. 

www.barbaroskayan.com

Winning series: Beached
Photographer: Alejandro Beltran, Venezuela 

Winning series: Moving Portraits
Photographer: Barbaros Kayan, Turkey

Moving Portraits. Hundreds of thousands of people have 
left their homes in Kobane because of the war, escaping 
to Turkey and settling in refugee camps. What waits for 
them back home after the war? In this series, which has 
two layers, my first visit was to the camps and second 
was to their original neighborhoods and homes. In the 
photographs I excised the refugees in the pictures of 
the camps and replaced the forms of their bodies with 
the landscapes of the city they will return to.

Beached. Beached humans on unknown shores. 

All images: © Alejandro Beltran, Venezuela, 2nd Place, Professional, Conseptual, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Barbaros Kayan / MOKU, Turkey, 3rd Place, Professional, Conseptual, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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All images: © Alejandro Beltran, Venezuela, 2nd Place, Professional, Conseptual, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Barbaros Kayan / MOKU, Turkey, 3rd Place, Professional, Conseptual, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

Maroesjka Lavigne (b.1989) gained her Masters in Photography at Ghent University in the summer of 2012. Since 
then Lavigne has been exhibited internationally, won numerous awards and self-published a book called "ísland". 

Winning series: Land of Nothingness
Photographer: Maroesjka Lavigne, Belgium

Landscape

Land of Nothingness. Named for its desert, Namibia 
is one of the least densely populated places on earth, 
visually defined by rich colors in a barren, yet constantly 
changing landscape; the vast brown plain of scorched 
earth, the white surface of the saltpans, the gold tones 
of the sand dunes. Patience is required to discover 
Namibia’s subtle scenery. Hours of driving reveal more 
emptiness; the sight of other people rare and only the 
strategically located gas stations a reminder of the world 
beyond. Captivated by delicately washed out landscapes 
you drive for hours, chaperoned by herds of giraffes or 
zebra, shadowed by focks of amingos, suddenly 
stumbling upon a family of elephants. 

All images: © Maroesjka Lavigne, Belgium, Winner, Professional, Landscape, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Maoyuan Cui is a member of Chinese Photographer 
Association Art Committee, ex-director and professor of 
the Photography School, Tianjing Academy of Fine Arts 
and member of China Print Artist Association. Winner of 
the Golden Figure Award, the Teacher Award of 
International Photography Union of Higher Education 
Institution and the Outstanding Contribution Award for 
the 50th anniversary of China photography.

Stefan Schlumpf is an outdoor sport, people and a
dvertising photographer. He has international experience 
working for agencies and editorial magazines, both on 
location and in the studio. His work has appeared in 
international campaigns as well as various magazines 
worldwide. He is known for his very graphic, 
exceptionally esthetic and reduced visual language. 
http://stefanschlumpf.com

Winning series: Ancient Chinese Villages
Photographer: Maoyuan Cui, China 

Ancient Chinese Villages. The ancient castle used by 
both Ming and Qing dynasties in Yuxian County village, 
Hebei Province, China. 

Winning series: Hidden Landscape
Photographer: Stefan Schlumpf, Switzerland 

Hidden Landscape. Grey, melted snow and ice runs 
like silent tears. Crumbling, ancient ice crunches. Tired 
from the fight against the warmth, the glaciers take flight, 
fleeing from human ignorance. But there are also people 
who want to persuade them to stay, desperately asking 
for a (last) chance. 

All images: © Maoyuan Cui, China, 2nd Place, Professional, Landscape, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Stefan Schlumpf, Switzerland, 3rd Place, Professional, Landscape, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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All images: © Maoyuan Cui, China, 2nd Place, Professional, Landscape, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Stefan Schlumpf, Switzerland, 3rd Place, Professional, Landscape, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

Marcello Bonfanti (b. 1972) works as a freelance photographer for Italian and international magasines, as well as 
working as a fashion and commercial photographer. Bonfanti has won numerous awards and been exhibited and 
published internationally. www.marcelbon.com

Winning series: Ebola Survivors
Photographer: Marcello Bonfanti, Italy

Portraiture

Ebola Survivors. The most widespread epidemic of the 
Ebola virus disease in Sierra Leone ended on the 7th 
October 2015 after 14,122 cases and 3,955 deaths. 

Ending the epidemic required the complex and brave 
intervention of international NGOs in the attempt to fight 
the virus. The Italian NGO Emergency ran an Ebola 
treatment centre built by DFEED.

All images: © Marcello Bonfanti, Italy, Winner, Professional, Portraiture, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Fauzan Ijazah is a photojournalist based in Indonesia. 
Ijazah has worked for a number of organizations 
including Save The Children, International Federation of 
Red Cross (IFRC), United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP) and United Nations High 
Commisioner for Refugees (UNHCR). His work has 
been published internationally. 
www.fauzanimages.com

Rubén Salgado Escudero is a freelance photographer 
born in Madrid, Spain, currently based in Myanmar. 
Rubén is a member of 'The Photo Society' by contribut-
ing National Geographic (US) and has been exhibited in 
more than a dozen countries across the world. 
www.rubensalgado.com

Winning series: Stateless Women
Photographer: Fauzan Ijazah, Indonesia 

Stateless Women. In May 2015, hundreds of Rohingya 
refugees from Myanmar, mostly women and children, 
landed in Aceh, Indonesia after smugglers abandoned 
them at sea. Some reached land on their own, but most 
were rescued by Acehnese fishermen. The Indonesian 
government, NGOs and local communities have given 
humanitarian assistance to these refugees ever since. 

Winning series: Balinese Cock-Fighters
Photographer: Ruben Salgado Escudero, Spain

Balinese Cock-Fighters. Cock-fighting is a highly 
important ancient custom in Balinese culture dating back 
before the 10th century. The death of a rooster leads to 
‘tabuh rah’ (spilling of blood) which is used as a sacrifice 
to appease evil spirits. No religious ceremony in a temple 
may commence until the blood of at least three sabung 
(roosters) has been spilled on the ground. 

All images: © Fauzan Ijazah, Indonesia, 2nd Place, Professional, Portraiture, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Ruben Salgado Escudero, Spain, 3rd Place, Professional, Portraiture, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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All images: © Ruben Salgado Escudero, Spain, 3rd Place, Professional, Portraiture, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

Alberto Alicata is based in Rome where he works as a 
fashion and advertising photographer. 
www.albertoalicata.com

Iconic B. The series re-examines some of 
photography’s most iconic images using that icon 
of contemporary Western culture, Barbie. Restaging 
shots by such luminaries as Irving Penn, Richard 
Avedon, Guy Bourdin, David Lachapelle and Mario 
Testino on sets designed in proportion with Barbie, 
the obsessively detailed productions invite playfulness 
into images that are some of the most imitated, 
idolised, collected and studied in history. 

Winning series:  Iconic B
Photographer: Alberto Alicata, Italy

Staged
All images: © Alberto Alicata / Sie Photograpy, Italy, Winner, Professional, Staged, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Cristina Vatielli (b. 1983) works in a wide range of 
genres, from advertising, portraiture and documentary. 
Her work has been published internationally.  
www.cristinavatielli.com

Kristoffer Eliassen is a freelance photographer and 
graphic designer based in Oslo. His commercial and 
artistic work include landscape, people and architecture 
and staged photography. Eliassen is a member of 
Association of Fine Art Photographers in Norway 
(Forbundet Frie Fotografer). 

Winning series: Picasso’s Women
Photographer: Cristina Vatielli, Italy 

Picasso’s Women. The project consists of seven 
photographic shots, each representing one of the women 
who influenced the sentimental life and artistic work of 
Pablo Picasso: Eva Gouel, Gaby Depeyre, Olga 
Khakhlova, Marie-Therese Walter, Dora Maar, Francoise 
Gilot and Jacqueline Rocque. 

Winning series: The Selfie Project
Photographer: Kristoffer Eliassen, Norway 

The Selfie Project. The series explore how 
self-portraiture for many people has become an 
obsession, and how presence in a self-portrait situation 
is absent, or becomes a peculiar part of the selfie act. 
This can create absurd situations, and the project is a 
play on such situations. 

All images: © Cristina Vatielli, Italy, 2nd Place, Professional, Staged, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Kristoffer Eliassen, Norway, 3rd Place, Professional, Staged, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Francesco Amorosino (b. 1984) has a Master in Photography from Scuola Romana di Fotografia and a Masters in 
Journalism from Università della Basilicata. Amorosino is based in Rome where he works as a photographer, journal-
ist and photo guide. He collaborates with Luz Photo Agency. www.francescoamorosino.com

Winning series: Migrant Tomatoes
Photographer: Francesco Amorosino, Italy 

Still Life

Migrant Tomatoes. Once a year Italian families make 
tomato sauce at home, cooking and canning a huge 
amount of vegetables. Tons of tomatoes are grown Italy’s 
south and harvested by around 19,000 laborers who are 
paid 1 or 2 Euro per box. In 2015 alone 13 workers died 

in the fields as a result of high temperatures. Many of the 
crop pickers are immigrants. The tomatoes my family 
bought, still dirty with soil, showed the fingerprints of 
those who had harvested them. 

All images: © Francesco Amorosino / Luz Photo Agency, Italy, Winner, Professional, Still Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Oliver Schwarzwald is based in Hamburg. His often 
fantastical and surreal tales are composed with a precise 
and meticulous attention to detail - and particularly to the 
lighting of the image. www.oliverschwarzwald.de
 
 

Hiroshi Watanabe (b. 1962) graduated from Tokyo 
Polytechnic University in 1983. After graduation 
Watanabe began working at Cosmetic SHISEIDO 
advertising department. He went freelance in 1993, and 
today delivers photography, creative retouching and CGI 
solution for the advertising industry and fine art 
photography. nabepe.wix.com/hiroshiwatanabe

Winning series: Animals vs. Jewellery
Photographer: Oliver Schwarzwald, Germany 

Winning series: Meaty Foodscape
Photographer: Hiroshi Watanabe, Japan

Animals vs. Jewellery. Hands interact with animals, 
telling a short story. The hands come from outside, 
touching or having contact with the unknown. Sets are 
graphic, and surrealistic to underline and focus on the 
hand. 

Meaty Foodscape. The superb views of an adventurer 
travelling through a world made of meat. 

All images: © Oliver Schwarzwald, Germany, 2nd Place, Professional, Still Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Hiroshi Watanabe / Getty Images, Japan, 3rd Place, Professional, Still Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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All images: © Oliver Schwarzwald, Germany, 2nd Place, Professional, Still Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Hiroshi Watanabe / Getty Images, Japan, 3rd Place, Professional, Still Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

Jetmir Idrizi, originally from Prishtina, Kosovo, is a freelance photographer currently based between Kosovo and 
Brazil. After finishing his degree in journalism, Idrizi worked seven years as a photojournalist for national newspapers 
before going freelance. In 2015 Jetmir Idrizi moved to Brazil to work on his firs long term project on gender, 
"TransBrasil".  

Winning series: TransBrasil
Photographer: Jetmir Idrizi, Kosovo

Campaign

TransBrasil. On-going project looking at the 
transgender community in Brazil. Through his images, 
Idrizi aims to deepen the understanding of gender 
identity issues and challenge society's conventional 
understanding of masculinity and femininity while at the 
same time bring up the question of multiples identities. 

All images: © Jetmir Idrizi, Kosovo, Winner, Professional, Campaign, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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David Chancellor is a multi award winning documentary 
photographer based in South Africa. He has participated 
in numerous group- and solo exhibitions, exhibited in 
galleries and museums, and been published 
internationally. www.davidchancellor.com

Antoine Repessé (1979) is a self-taught photographer. 
Initially working in public institutions, Repessé went 
freelance in 2012.  Working as a photojournalist 
Repessé's projects challenges socio-political issues.  
www.antoinerepesse.com

Winning series: Lion
Photographer: David Chancellor, United Kingdom

Lion. The 8000 lions bred in captivity for South Africa’s 
hunting trade now outnumber its wild lions by four to one 
and whilst breeders argue that it is better that hunters 
shoot a captive-bred lion than further endanger wild 
populations, conservationists dispute this. 

Winning series: #365, Unpacked
Photographer: Antoine Repessé, France

#365, Unpacked. The result of a four year project during 
which the photographer stopped throwing away his recy-
clable waste and collected it instead, making visible the 
hard-to-visualise 365kg of waste that we each produce 
in a year. 

All images: © David Chancellor / KIOSK, UK, 2nd Place, Professional, Campaign, 2016 Sony World Photography 

All images: © Antoine Repessé, France, 3rd Place, Professional, Campaign, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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All images: © David Chancellor / KIOSK, UK, 2nd Place, Professional, Campaign, 2016 Sony World Photography 

Winning series: Fire of Hatred
Photographer: Asghar Khamseh, Iran

Contemporary Issues

Asghar Khamseh (b. Tehran, 1963) is a photojournalist who began his photographic career in newspapers in 2005. 
The primary focus of his work is social issues. Khamseh currently works for Mehr News Agency, Iran .  

All images: © Asghar Khamseh / Mehr News Agency, Iran, Winner, Professional, Contemporary Issues, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

Fire of Hatred. The violent act of acid throwing is 
primarily against women and children. These attacks 
are committed with the intent to disfigure, main and 
destroy the social life and future of the victim. The 
motivation to commit this type of violence is cultural 
destitution, intolerance and happens in situations such 
as family conflicts, rejected marriage proposal, revenge 
and divorce requests. In addition physical and 
psychological damages, victims are faced with the 
experience of social stigma, blame and social 
unpleasant tags.
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Kevin Frayer is an award-winning photojournalist based 
in Asia. Frayer is formerly a National photographer at 
the Canadian Press and a Chief Photographer for the 
Associated Press based in the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem, 
and New Delhi, India and is currently working with Getty 
Images. His photographs have been widely published 
around the world. He now resides in Beijing.  
www.kevinfrayer.com

Simona Ghizzoni (b. 1977) began her career studying 
Music and Arts, an influence that continues to be present 
in her work. Since 2005 Ghizzoni has committed herself 
to long-term documentary projects concerning women’s 
condition. www.simonaghizzoni.com

Winning series: China’s Coal Dependence A Challenge For Climate
Photographer: Kevin Frayer, Canada

China’s Coal Dependence A Challenge For Climate. A 
history of heavy dependence on burning coal for energy 
has made China the source of nearly a third of the 
world’s total carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, the toxic 
pollutants widely cited by scientists and environmentalists 
as the primary cause of global warming. 

Winning series: UNCUT Pokot / Kenya
Photographer: Simona Ghizzoni, Italy

UNCUT Pokot / Kenya. Women’s alliances against Fe-
male Genital Mutilation in the Pokot communities in the 
West Pokot area, Kenya. 

All images: © Kevin Frayer / Getty Images, Canada, 2nd Place, Professional, Contemporary Issues, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Simona Ghizzoni, Italy, 3rd Place, Professional, Contemporary Issues, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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In Search of the European Dream. For the thousands of 
refugees and migrants fleeing political and social turmoil 
in the Middle East the journey to Europe means 
departing in Turkey and entering the European Union via 
the Greek border, or, more recently, the Greek islands 
of Kos and Lesbos. In an effort to minimise numbers 
crossing at the land border the Greek government built 
an 8-mile long, 8-foot high barbed-wire wall. However, 
this has caused a flood of refugees and migrants to try 
crossing via the Aegean Sea. For many, it is their first 
encounter with the sea and hundreds have lost their lives 
in their attempt to reach safety. 

Winning series: In Search of the European Dream
Photographer: Angelos Tzortzinis, Greece

Current Affairs

Angelos Tzortzinis has spent the last 5 years, focusing his work on the immigration issue in Greece, traveling across 
the Greek land and sea borders but also documenting the immigrants’ lives in Athens and their efforts to leave a 
country undergoing a severe economic crisis. Tzortzinis work have been published and exhibited internationally.  
www.angelos-tzortzinis.com

All images: © Kevin Frayer / Getty Images, Canada, 2nd Place, Professional, Contemporary Issues, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Angelos Tzortzinis / AFP, Greece, Winner, Professional, Current Affairs, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Andrea (b. 1976) and Magda (1986) are a duo of 
photographers from France and Italy. They live and work 
in the Middle East since 2008. Their work focuses on the 
effects of globalization on society, economy and territory 
in the Middle East. andrea-magda.photoshelter.com

Andrew Burton (b. 1987) is a multi award winning 
documentary photographer with a focus in news, 
conflict, environmental issues, and feature stories. 
Burton has worked both as a staff photojournalist for 
Getty Images as well as a freelance photographer 
covering news locally, nationally and internationally.  
www.andrewburtonphoto.com 
 

Winning series: Sinai Park
Photographer: Andrea and Magda, Italy & France

Sinai Park. The series shows the remnants of Egypt’s 
Sinai tourism industry, a pipe dream shattered when 
terrorism and national instability decimated visitor 
numbers. The architecture, artificial and naive, reveals 
a disconnection with local cultural reality, with facilities 
designed for a global clientele. 

Winning series: Baltimore Uprising
Photographer: Andrew Burton, United States 

Baltimore Uprising. When Freddie Gray, a 25-year-old 
black man, died in police custody on April 19, 2015, 
days after being arrested for possession of a switchblade 
knife, his death sparked massive protests throughout 
Baltimore. This series explores the days after Gray’s 
funeral and how the community’s actions influenced the 
national conversation around race relations and police 
treatment of America’s black community. 

All images: © Andrea and Magda, Italy & France, 2nd Place, Professional, Current Affairs, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Andrew Burton / Getty Images, US, 3rd Place, Professional, Current Affairs, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Daily Life

The Curse of Coal. Coal used to be the gold of West 
Virginia, but with the election of President Obama came 
new environmental regulations that, together with lower 
prices for coal, led to huge redundancies. The coal be-
came a curse for many of the coal cities in West Virginia. 
In 1940, 140,000 people worked in these mountains but 
today only about 15,000 are left in the coal business. 
Towns like Beckley and Mullens have few other sources 
of income. Drugs, pills, alcohol and violence are preva-
lent in many places, and many young people are forced 
to leave in search of work. 

Winning series: The Curse of the Coal 
Photographer: Espen Rasmussen, Norway

Espen Rasmussen (b. 1976) works as a picture editor in VG Helg — the weekend magazine of the biggest daily Nor-
wegian newspaper VG. At the same time he is constantly working on his own photo projects and is represented by 
Panos Pictures. Rasmussen have won numerous awards and been exhibited internationally. 
www.espenrasmussen.com

All images: © Andrea and Magda, Italy & France, 2nd Place, Professional, Current Affairs, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Andrew Burton / Getty Images, US, 3rd Place, Professional, Current Affairs, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Espen Rasmussen / Panos Pictures, Norway, Winner, Professional, Daily Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Jenny’s Soul: The series shows the relationship between 
a man and his silicon doll and asks, can a man love a 
doll? Dirk (name changed) has been living with his 6000 
Euro doll Jenny since a breakdown four years ago. 
Because she looks so real, Jenny is more than a sex toy 
to him; she is a partner. 

Running Away from the Circus. More than 300 people 
from all over the world travel with the Ringling Bros. and 
Barnum & Bailey circus blue unit. Some travel in cars and 
trailers, but 270 live on the trains, most from the 
multigenerational circus families that collectively 
represent thousands of years of circus history. 

Winning series: Jenny’s Soul 
Photographer: Sandra Hoyn, Germany

Winning series: Running Away with the Circus
Photographer: Stephanie Sinclair, United States

Sandra Hoyn (b.1976) graduated from University of 
Applied Sciences Hamburg, Germany in 2005. She 
started working as a freelance photojournalist for 
magazines, NGOs and on her personal projects 
concentrating on social, environmental and human 
rights issues. She worked in various countries in 
Asia, Africa and Europe. www.sandrahoyn.de

Stephanie Sinclair (b.1973) is a photojournalist known 
for gaining unique access to sensitive gender and human 
rights issues around the world and are a regular  
contributor to National Geographic and The New York 
Times Magazine. Sinclair has won numerous awards and 
been exhibited internationally. She is an owning member 
of VII Photo Agency in NY.  
viiphoto.com/author/stephanie-sinclair

All images: © Sandra Hoyn / laif, Germany, 2nd Place, Professional, Daily Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Stephanie Sinclair / National Geographic Creative, US, 3rd Place, Professional, Daily Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Environment

Eagle Hunters of Western China. The Eagle Hunting 
festival, organised by the local hunting community, is 
part of an effort to promote and grow traditional hunting 
practices for new generations in the mountainous region 
of western China that borders Kazakhstan, Russia and 
Mongolia. The training and handling of the large birds 
of prey follows a strict set of ancient rules that Kazakh 
eagle hunters are preserving for future generations. 

Winning series: Eagle Hunters of Western China 
Photographer: Kevin Frayer, Canada

Kevin Frayer is an award -winning photojournalist based in Asia. Frayer is formerly a National photographer at the 
Canadian Press and a Chief Photographer for the Associated Press based in the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem, and New 
Delhi, India and is currently working with Getty Images. His photographs have been widely published around the 
world. He now resides in Beijing. www.kevinfrayer.com

All images: © Sandra Hoyn / laif, Germany, 2nd Place, Professional, Daily Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Stephanie Sinclair / National Geographic Creative, US, 3rd Place, Professional, Daily Life, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Kevin Frayer / Getty Images, Canada, Winner, Professional, Environment, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Li Feng is a Getty Images staff photographer based in 
Beijing.
The research monkeys ‘Made in China’. Hubei Tian Qin 
Company produces macaques for use in research 
experiments. Strict management of the 700 monkeys in 
the facility provides standardised research monkeys that 

California Drought From Above. In 2015 California’s 
snowpack, provider of about a third of the state’s wa-
ter, reached its lowest recorded level, triggering the first 
mandatory cutbacks in urban water use as the region’s 
catastrophic drought entered its fourth year. 

Winning series: The research monkeys ‘Made in China’ 
Photographer: Li Feng, China

Winning series: California Drought From Above
Photographer: Lucy Nicholson, United Kingdom

can replicate accurate, true effects in the experiments 
that they are used for. 100,000 monkeys are provided for 
laboratory use to the United States, Britain, Japan and 
other countries, predominantly from suppliers in China, 
India, and other Asian countries with low production 
costs. 

Lucy Nicholson is a Senior Staff Photographer for 
Reuters, currently based in Los Angeles. She started her 
career as a reporter, and is also experienced in shooting 
and producing video. Nicholson photographs news from 
politics to wildfires; feature stories; and sports in and 
around Los Angeles. www.lucynicholson.com

All images: © Li Feng / Getty Images, China, 2nd Place, Professional, Environment, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Lucy Nicholson / Reuters, UK, 3rd Place, Professional, Environment, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Nomadic Life Threatened on the Tibetan Plateau. 
Tibetan nomads face many challenges to their 
traditional way of life including political pressures, 
forced resettlement by China’s government, climate 
change and rapid modernisation. The Tibetan Plateau, 
often called “the Roof of the World”, is the world’s 
highest and largest plateau. 

People
Winning series: Nomadic Life Threatened on the Tibetan Plateau
Photographer: Kevin Frayer, Canada

Kevin Frayer is an award -winning photojournalist based in Asia. Frayer is formerly a National photographer at the 
Canadian Press and a Chief Photographer for the Associated Press based in the Gaza Strip, Jerusalem, and New 
Delhi, India and is currently working with Getty Images. His photographs have been widely published around the 
world. He now resides in Beijing. www.kevinfrayer.com

All images: © Lucy Nicholson / Reuters, UK, 3rd Place, Professional, Environment, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Kevin Frayer / Getty Images, Canada, Winner, Professional, People, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Filippo Venturi (b. 1980) is an Italian photographer 
and video maker. He works as a multidisciplinary 
photographic artist specialising in conceptual 
documentary and reportage. Venturi has been
published internationally. www.filippoventuri.it

Alessandro D’Angelo (b. 1981) studied at State Institute 
of Arts O. Licini in Ascoli Piceno, Italy. He regularly 
publishes in national and international magazines and 
collaborates with advertisings photography studios. 
Currently based in Italy. www.alessandrodangelo.it

Winning series: Made in Korea
Photographer: Filippo Venturi, Italy

Made in Korea. Until the 1960s South Korea was largely 
underdeveloped yet just 50 years later it is one of the 
most advanced countries in the world, the result of rapid 
modernisation achieved through fierce competition and 
a national focus on scholastic, aesthetic and professional 
perfection. 

Winning series: Elefantentreffen
Photographer: Alessandro D’Angelo, Italy

Elefantentreffen. The Elefantentreffen is an annual 
winter motorcycle rally that takes place in the depths of 
the Bavarian Forest where snow is guaranteed and the 
temperatures are often below zero. No rooms and no 
facilities are provided for the bikers, just tents and straw, 
yet each year almost 5,000 riders from all over Europe 
participate. 

All images: © Filippo Venturi, Italy, 2nd Place, Professional, People, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Alessandro D’Angelo, Italy, 3rd Place, Professional, People, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Nikolai Linares (b. 1983) graduated with a degree in photojournalism from The Danish School of Journalism in 2012. 
Today Linares works as a freelance photographer working for a wide range of Danish media. Linares was part of the 
Sony World Photography Awards Student Focus in 2012 and shortlisted in the professional Sports Category in 2014. 
www.linares.dk

Sport
Winning series: Second Best
Photographer: Nikolai Linares, Denmark

Second Best. Portraits of silver medal winners just after 
losing their final at the Zealand boxing championships 
held in Copenhagen in March 2015. 

All images: © Filippo Venturi, Italy, 2nd Place, Professional, People, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Nikolai Linares, Denmark, Winner, Professional, Sport, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Jens Juul is a photographer based in Copenhagen. 
Primarily working in black and white, Juul is a master in 
capturing everyday events in an original way. Juul's goal 
is to find a presence, that field of tension between 
people and the things they are doing. www.jensjuul.com

Annick Donkers is a documentary photographer from 
Antwerp, Belgium currently based in Mexico City. After 
obtaining a Masters degree in Psychology, she decided 
to specialize in photography. She studied photography at 
different schools in Mexico and participated in an artistic 
residence program called “Residencia Corazón” in La 
Plata, Argentina. www.annickdonkers.com

Winning series: Little Fighters 
Photographer: Jens Juul, Denmark

Little Fighters. However wild and daring the gymnastics 
exercises can be, Juul try to capture the focused 
calmness the girls exude that is necessary to perform the 
jumps they repeat, again and again.  It is the moments 
when the girls are so fully concentrated on what they are 
doing that they don’t notice their surroundings. 

Winning series: Lucha Libre Extrema
Photographer: Annick Donkers, Belgium

Lucha Libre Extrema. This type of wrestling is currently 
forbidden in Mexico City because of numerous accidents 
but it is still allowed outside the capital. Almost every 
month the organisation DTU arranges a wrestling specta-
cle in the village where El Santo, Mexico’s most famous 
wrestler, was born. The students receive professional 
wrestling training before being allowed to try the extreme 
style and they get paid a bit more for their bravery.  

All images: © Jens Juul, Denmark, 2nd Place, Professional, Sport, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Annick Donkers, Belgium, 3rd Place, Professional, Sport, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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All images: © Jens Juul, Denmark, 2nd Place, Professional, Sport, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

All images: © Annick Donkers, Belgium, 3rd Place, Professional, Sport, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

L’iris d’Or / Photographer of the Year
Winning series: Fire of Hatred
Photographer: Asghar Khamseh, Iran

 
“Portraits of disfigurement resulting from social violence are undoubtedly a hard-hitting subject, and one which the 
longstanding tradition of documentary photography does not shy away from. The power of Asghar Khamseh’s imposing 
series ‘Fire of Hatred’ is such that he enables the viewer to face head-on intimate images, which could be testing to examine 
closely, with empathy and respect which in turn allows the viewer to become a witness and not just a spectator. The Jury 
were united in their admiration of this work and the light it shed on the tragic practice it exposes.” 
Dominique Green, Chair, Documentary Jury

Fire of Hatred. The violent act of acid throwing is 
primarily against women and children. These attacks 
are committed with the intent to disfigure, main and 
destroy the social life and future of the victim. The 
motivation to commit this type of violence is cultural 
destitution, intolerance and happens in situations such 
as family conflicts, rejected marriage proposal, revenge 
and divorce requests. In addition physical and 
psychological damages, victims are faced with the 
experience of social stigma, blame and social unpleasant 
tags.

Asghar Khamseh (b. Tehran, 1963) is a photojournalist 
who began his photographic career in newspapers in 
2005. The primary focus of his work is social issues. 
Khamseh currently works for Mehr News Agency, Iran  

Following a record-breaking 230,103 submissions to its ninth edition, the awards’ Honorary Judging Committee 
has selected Iranian photojournalist Asghar Khamseh as the recipient of its most coveted prize, the L’Iris d’Or / 
Photographer of the Year.  

All images: © Asghar Khamseh / Mehr News Agency, Iran, L’iris d’Or / Photographer of the Year, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Open Photographer of the Year
Winning image: Enchanted Bamboo Lights
Photographer: Kei Nomiyana, Japan

© Kei Nomiyana, Japan, Open Photographer of the Year, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

Enchanted Bamboo Lights. The season of a firefly 
comes around in Japan at the beginning of a rainy sea-
son. This firefly is a species called Luciola parvula, and 
repeats blink. Hime-HOTARU, as we call it in Japan. This 
species flies in the beautiful forest. In particular, the firefly 
in bamboo forest is valuable. The population of these 
firefly decreases every year in Japan. These may be 
influence by environmental destruction. This picture was 
taken under a little moonlight.

Kei Nomiyama was born in Kumamoto City and  
currently lives in Matsuyama, Ehime, where he is a 
Ph.D. Associate Professor, Environmental Chemistry 
at Ehime University. He is a keen wildlife and 
underwater photographer.
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Winning image: Enchanted Bamboo Lights
Photographer: Kei Nomiyana, Japan

© Kei Nomiyana, Japan, Open Photographer of the Year, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards

Youth Photographer of the Year

Youth Photographer of the Year
Winning image: Sarah
Photographer: Sam Delaware, United States, Age 18

Sam Delaware is a self-taught photographer from the 
age of 12 in both digital and film, Sam aims to capture 
simple vignettes to evoke a deep emotional connection 
with the viewer. Growing up in rural New England, Sam 
continues to be influenced by its rugged natural land-
scape and transparent lifestyle and by integrating analog 
processes into his work, he aims to replicate that same 
organic, honest nature in his portraiture.  

Sam is currently attending school in Angwin, California 
with aspirations that his skill-set will be globally used for 
significant social change. 

Sarah. Sarah, my sister, December 28th, 2015. After 
moving to a university across the country, I understood 
that I’d miss my family; my mother and father, and es-
pecially my sister. Like so many millions of other young 
adults around me, I left my family and my home this year 
for the first time, and in an instant, they were no longer a 
daily part of my life. I wanted to somehow speak to the 
mixed feelings I was experiencing; excitement, for the 
life I was about to begin, and nostalgia, for the one I was 
leaving behind. Traveling back to Maine for a short time 
allowed me to create this somewhat spontaneous image 
of my sister, giving me the opportunity to express this 
change in the best way I knew how.

© Sam Delaware, United States, Youth Photographer of the Year, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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Student Focus Photographer of the Year
Winning series: The Glue Boys
Photographer: Sofia Jern, Finland, Novia University of Applied Sciences

Sofia Jern (23) from Vaasa Finland, is a third year photography student at Novia University of Applied Sciences in 
Finland. For the first years of her life Jern lived in a beautiful area in rural Kenya. At the age of six she moved back to 
Finland and began to gain a perspective on the world and her interest in different cultures grew. Jern uses photography 
and to expresses herself. For Jern it is important to combine her photography with her interest in different cultures, to 
be able to show an alternative side of the world. 

The Glue Boys. "Some of us came into this world trough 
the back door. Our lives are in stark contrast, yet we see 
the same stars. We are not so different after all". These 
are the words from one of the glue boys in the streets 
of Kitale in Kenya. Happiness, sorrow and hope are all 
proportional to our own environment. At the garbage 
tip in Kitale many children spend their days looking for 
food. Some of them may have a mother or father that 
is incapable of taking care of them and some may be 
orphans. During the cold nights a lot of them sleep under 
a piece of plastic. In order to forget about the hunger and 
chilly winds at night they turn to glue, which they inhale 
in order to forget. The series consist of 9 images. 

All images © Sofia Jern, Finland, Novia University of Applied Sciences, Student Focus Photographer of the Year, 2016 Sony World Photography Awards
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RongRong & inri questions from the World Photography Organisation

What are your thoughts on the state of Chinese photography today? 
 
RongRong: Today, Chinese photography is very active, but as I said on many occasions, it also has many problems, 
it’s at a very “awkward” stage, the ecology is not “healthy”. And within the system, Chinese photography has not 
stepped up to the international stage, and not many people identify with its artistic value. The problem exists in many 
aspects, for example, in the market, in the museum system, it can be said that up till now the museum collection of 
photography is “zero”, blank, only a few here and there but no systematic collection of works. 

In the future, I think for sure China will have its own photography museum, it must have, but it’s a matter of time. It 
will need efforts from many people, even from critics, writers and researchers. Photography in the 21st century is 
the most powerful medium, but we (in China) face the problem of deciphering images. Photography originated from 
the West, but now it has also inevitably become part of our lives in this century as well. However on reading photo-
graphs, in the age of reading images, we seem “blind”. What is an image? So this caused many, many problems. In 
China there’s millions and millions of people interested in photography, but how to express their thoughts, make their 
voice heard is the question. Also for education and publication it’s also blank within the photographic ecology. Same 
with galleries and collectors, in China there’s very few photography collectors. 

In my own case, when I first came to Beijing, and as an artist, my first solo show was inside a diplomatic space, it 
was in the French cultural department, in the home of the French cultural counsellors home….maybe it’s because 
back then in Beijing there was no gallery, but gradually my works were exhibited abroad in international art fairs, but 
I thought it was very weird that my art could not be accepted even in my own country.

Take us back to the beginning of your collaboration. When and why did you start working together? 
 
RongRong: It was when inri first came to China, we went together to shoot on the Great Wall and Jiayuguan (in the 
desert), this was the start of our collaboration.  She as an independent photographer had shot many photographs 
in Tokyo before we met, we each had our own works, for example I had East Village and Ruins, while inri had Tokyo 
1999 and many other series. As photographers, we travelled with our cameras, but every time when she raised her 
camera to shoot, I instinctively tried to move out of the way, and when I shoot she also avoided being in the picture. 
When the landscape was so beautiful we both wanted to take a picture of it, and as we were trying to get away from 
each other’s lens, we thought why not leave the camera to the tripod and we do a picture together. So it was a 
“selfie”, the first of our collaborative work, everyone must have a photo with nature some time in their life.

Talk to us about your working relationship. How does an idea typically take shape and progress? 

inri: The process of each series is different. We put ourselves into the very last part of each series creation, the 
selection of the works to form a series. And discussion is an important element in this process, also in the shooting 
process. In the beginning, we didn’t have a common language to discuss things, but when we knew each other’s
language and can communicate a bit, we could discuss a bit, and within the discussions there are controversies. 
When we see our series now looking back, they are all very special, because they are different, not one is the same, 
they are evolving. And we do not like to repeat ourselves, we want to challenge ourselves, and make new things, 
so we discussed a lot. But now actually we want to be extracted from this state, to step away from discussing 
everything.  

RongRong: Discuss what? You only need to look at the pictures, no need to say too much, just look at the photo 
and that’s it. 

inri: So it’s actually going back to where we began, back to the starting point, without words, we could create 
without this kind of communication.  

RongRong: Why could we collaborate, one thing is language, our mother tongue but also photography is a kind 
of language as well, we also have the sixth sense, it’s beyond language. It’s true, you can’t explain everything you 
make, it’s based on instinct, intuition, it’s like opening up all your senses, the whole world, you can feel it, 
comprehend heaven and earth, comprehend the people around you. This is surpassing language, same as images, 
if you say too much, why do you even bother to take the photo, sometimes you can’t explain it with words. 

inri: Photography is very magical, sometimes you make a work and you don’t even know why it’s so good, can’t 
explain. 

RongRong & inri interview   
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RongRong: Depending on when you view the works, their meanings change for you, after a few years you look at 
it it will be different, and people of different ages will see it differently, this is the possibility of photography and its 
activeness. Paintings have been around for centuries, but photography has only existed for 200 years, But now 
everyone does photography, from a 3 year-old to a 70 year-old. 

Inri: so what is photography, and what’s its evolution going to be like? 

RongRong: its potential is without limit. 

Has there been an overarching theme that has connected your work over the years? 

inri: The theme has always been about our daily lives, taking topics from the outside is seldom done. Even with the 
works done for brands such as Dior or Agnes b, were also things related to our lives. For Tsumari Story, it’s not our 
living environment, but we tried to express IF we were living there, what it could be like, and it’s not about living any 
more, it’s about life, how life would be like. 

Tell us about your approach to programming at Three Shadows Photography Art Centre. What are your criteria 
for showing artists/work? 

inri: For Three Shadows Beijing, we hope its professional level would be much higher. But in Xiamen, we could do 
more experimental planning, and we have government support over there so we can do more projects with 
educational emphasis.

inri: The criteria is chosen by us, each artist has his/her style. 

RongRong: From its beginning, now nine years aho, of course we have our own likes and dislikes, we chose what
 we want to communicate. 

inri: We are a private initiative, we don’t need to do those great photography exhibitions, those official exhibitions. 
We only need to focus on our concept for idea for Three Shadows. If photographers want to have their exhibitions 
here we would have our selection standard. We don’t control every single piece of work, we also have curators 
here to discuss with the artists.

How do you balance your role between that of gallerists and that of photographers/artists? 

RongRong: There were conflicts before, and now even more complex, as now we have Three Shadows 
photography centre, gallery, Xiamen, Japan and other artists; but we have to do well in all the places and with 
everyone. 

For sure for us this is contradictory, and we have thought about it for a long time, from when we first started Three 
Shadows. If you look at Three Shadows, you will see that everything is related to photography, from its library, dark 
room, book shop, educational programmes. Starting out being an artist was very simple, you only needed to create 
your own works, but starting to manage the whole space was challenging, even after so many years, we are still 
finding the balance as we go. Maybe in the future, as the space matures, we will start to move away from it gradually. 
For Tsunmi Story it was an attempt to try another way of working, we went away for a period of time to do our own 
work. Because now we have young people here working, we have a great team, and they can manage the work on 
their own, we would like to see them to try out and challenge new things; we also have our own limits, and they have 
their possibilities and capabilities. 

inri: When we first started to collaborate, we were quite poor, life was harsh, it was a difficult period. But we still 
used photography to realise our dream. Our belief has not changed over the years, we now have Three Shadows to 
realise it. We keep going in the same direction towards our goal, but on the way, through Three Shadows, our path 
has broadened, there are so many related things appearing in front of you, they help you in a way but if your goad is 
not clear in your mind you will be distracted as well, and you’ll be lost. In the confusion you might find the line that 
you were following again, this is the possibility that photography gives us. 

Rongrong: Take the four seasons in Beijing for example, in autumn and winter everything withers, but like now these 
days, such good whether, it brings hope as well, we’ve had depressing times, but when you face hope we will the 
need to act, action is important.
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Your most recognisable and influential works have been produced in monochrome. However, you haven’t shied 
away from colour. Tell us more about your use of black & white versus colour photography. 

inri: We have also colour works, with mobile phones etc. We are also thinking how to present our very intimate series, 
but we are not sure yet, maybe we haven’t shot enough, we are still in the process of experimenting.

The Outstanding Contribution to Photography has previously been awarded to William Eggleston, Eve Arnold, 
Elliott Erwitt and Mary Ellen Mark, amongst others.  What does it mean to you, to have now been awarded this 
prize? 

inri: This means so much to us. I’m still in the phase of digesting this news. All those great photographers received 
it. We are still young, we are still developing our works. Of course this prize is an immense encouragement to us, 
we need to keep on working hard, and it’s also pressure so it’s a new challenge open to us. 

RongRong: After so many years of giving out awards to other photographers, we never thought one day we would
be awarded ourselves. As this is a contribution prize, for us as artists but also we have Three Shadows, this is a 
great encouragement for the whole centre. We feel we have even more responsibility, as a platform to spread the 
voice of photography, to improve and to professionalize more.
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All winning and shortlisted photographers of the 2016 Sony World Photography Awards are avaliable for interviews. 

For full list of photographers avaliable for face to face interviews in London 21st and 22nd April, please see page: 10 

Images avaliable for publication via press.worldphoto.org
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